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INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a separable Banach space, and let B(X*) be the closed unit ball 
of its dual X*. We shall consider X* as simultaneously equipped with the 
norm and o* topologies, and study the following general problem: For 
which spaces X does there exist a retraction from X* onto B(X*) which is 
simultaneously continuous with respect o the norm and o* topologies? 
When each of the topologies is considered separately, the existence of 
continuous retractions is easy to prove and well known. The two topologies 
problem is much more delicate. It turns out that for some spaces there exists 
such a retraction, while for others there is none. Moreover, in some spaces 
one can construct an o* continuous retraction which is uniformly 
continuous with respect o the norm topology. In some spaces we can even 
compute the “best possible” norm-modulus of continuity of an w * 
continuous retraction. On the other hand, there are spaces for which a 
simultaneously continuous retraction exists, but there is no o* continuous 
retraction which is norm-uniformly continuous. 
Before we go on and describe the contents of the article, we wish to 
comment on the origin of the problem and its relation to approximation 
theory. In a recent article [I] (see also Section 4), we needed, for X = C(K), 
K a compact metric space, an o* continuous retraction 4: X* + B(X*) with 
the following additional property: For each x* E X*, 4(x*) is a nearest 
point to x* in B(X*). 
This is already a result of a similar nature to the problems studied here. 
We must consider X* with its two topologies, $ is required to be w* 
continuous and to satisfy some condition with respect o the norm topology. 
The nearest point map considered above is very special for X = C(K), and 
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cannot be constructed in most spaces. Indeed, assume for example that X* is 
strictly convex; then x*/llx* 11 is the unique nearest point in B(X*) for 
x* & B(X*). But the retraction x* -+x*//lx* 1) (for x* 6G B(X*)) is not o* 
continuous for any infinite-dimensional X! (see Section 1). 
We are thus led to consider approximation nearest points. Let f(t) be a 
nonnegative function, defined for t > 0, such that f(t) --t 0 when c + 0. 
DEFINITION. A map (:X* + B(X*) is called an f-approximate nearest 
point map if [/4(x*) -x* I( < d(x*, B(X*)) +f(d(x*, B(X*))) for all 
x* E x*. 
Since we require that f(t) + 0, this is a very strong notion of approximate 
nearest point. Using this notion we can formulate a meaningful question 
about w * continuous approximate nearest point maps: Given a separable 
Banach space X, can one find an f, and an CO* continuous f-approximate 
nearest point map from X* onto B(X*)? If so, an interesting problem is to 
find a “best possible” f: 
This question is strongly related to the problem of finding an w* 
continuous retraction which is norm-uniformly continuous. Indeed, if 4 is 
such a retraction, with norm-modulus of continuity 06, then a simple 
computation (see Lemma 1.2) shows that d is an o,-approximate nearest 
point map. Thus all our results giving estimates for the possible norm- 
modulus of continuity of w * continuous retractions can be viewed as results 
on the possible degree of w * continuous approximation of nearest points. 
We now describe the content of the various sections. After some 
preliminaries in Section 1, we construct in Section 2 a simultaneously 
continuous retraction in X* when X has a shrinking basis whose dual basis 
is strictly monotone. This is used to construct uniformly simultaneously 
continuous retractions on 1, and to estimate their norm-modulus of con- 
tinuity. 
The main result in Section 3 is that if X* is uniformly convex with 
modulus of convexity b(c), then there is an w * continuous retraction from 
X* onto B(X*) which is norm-uniformly continuous with norm-modulus of 
continuity d-‘(t). This is used to estimate the norm-modulus of continuity of 
an w*-continuous retraction on Lp. 
In Section 4 we prove that for K compact metric, C(K)* admits an w *- 
continuous retraction / satisfying II #@) - d(v)11 ,< 2 11~ - v/I for all 
p, v E c(K)*. 
In the final section, we give lower estimates for the possible norm-modulus 
of continuity of an w* continuous retraction in some spaces. These allow us 
to show that the estimates obtained for Z, and L, are the best possible, and 
also to construct various counterexamples. 
Our notation is standard, see, e.g., [3,4]. We only treat the real case. The 
modifications for complex scalars are straightforward. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a Banach space. There is a natural retraction r from X* onto 
B(X*): 
r(x*) =x*, x* E B(X*), 
= x*/Ilx*ll, x* 6$ B(X*). 
It is easy to check that r is norm-continuous. In fact, it satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition with constant at most 2. 
To appreciate the problem dealt with in this paper, it is important to 
realize that whenever X is infinite-dimensional, r is nor o* continuous. 
Indeed, when X is infinite-dimensional, the sphere S(X*) = {x*: ]]x* ]I = l} is 
o* dense in B(X*). So fix any x*, ]Ix* ]I = f, and choose a net xf E S(X*) 
so that xx +w* x*. Then r(2xX) = xx dw* x* # 2x* = r(2x*), although 
2x; -+w* 2x”. 
Thus the construction of an w * continuous retraction requires a more 
subtle approach. The standard proof that for separable X, an w * continuous 
retraction from X* onto B(X*) exists uses Michael’s selection theorem [4]. 
Moreover, when X is nonseparable, there are cases where there is no w * 
continuous retraction from X* onto B(X*). (See, e.g., [2], where a somewhat 
stronger esult is proved for nonseparable Hilbert space.) 
General selection theorems are not suitable for the two-topologies 
problems we deal with, and our approach will be more elementary. Using the 
structure or geometry of the spaces involved, we construct the retractions 
directly. 
We introduce the following terminology: We shall say that X* admits a 
simultaneously continuous retraction if there is a simultaneously norm and 
w * continuous retraction # from X* onto B(X*). If the w * continuous 
retraction 4 is uniformly continuous with respect o the norm topology, with 
norm-modulus of continuity cc)@(t) = sup{(]$(x*) - #(y*)]]: ]]x* --y*]] <t} 
satisfying mm(f) <f(t), we shall say that X* admits a uniformly 
simultaneously continuous retraction or, more specifically, that X* admits 
an f-uniformly simultaneously continuous retraction. 
We finish this section with two simple lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let X be a norm one complemented subspace of Y. If Y* 
admits a (f-uniformly) simultaneously continuous retraction, so does X*. 
Proof: Let $: Y* -t B(Y*) be the retraction, and let P: Y + X be a norm 
one projection. The desired retraction w: X* --) B(X*) is defined by w(x*) = 
w*x*>lx- 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let 4 be an f-uniformly simultaneously continuous 
retraction onto B(F). Then $ is an f-approximate nearest point map. 
Proof: Given x* 66 B(X*), ~(x*/llx*II)=x*/llx*II because # is a 
retraction. Also /Ix * -x*/11x* I( )I = 11x* (I - 1 = d(x*, B(X*)). Thus 
11x* - 4(x*Il G II x* -x*lllx*ll II + II 4(x*lllx*ll> - i(x*>ll 
,< 4x*, BtX*)) + ~m(dtx*> B(X*))) 
,< 4x*, B(X*)) +ftd@*, @X*1)). 
2. STRICTLY MONOTONE SCHAUDER BASES 
Let {ej} be a normalized Schauder basis for X with biorthogonal 
functionals {e?}, and associated projections P,. Recall that the basis is 
called monotone if (IP,JI = 1 for all n. It is called strictly monotone if 
IIP”4I<II II h x w enever (Z - P,) x # 0. The basis is called shrinking if (e,* } is 
a basis for X*. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X have a shrinking Schauder basis {ej} with {e: } 
being strictly monotone. Then X* admits a simultaneously continuous 
retraction. 
ProoJ Given x* = C aje,? E X* with x* @ B(X*), there is by the strict 
monotonicity, a unique n so that IlC:-’ ajeT/ < 1 and IIC; ajeJFll > 1. By 
the strict monotonicity again, there is a unique 0 < t < 1 so that 
IIC~-’ ajei* + ta,e,*II = 1, and we define 4(x*) = Cy-’ ajej* + ta,e,*. 
Defining 4(x*) =x* for x* E B(X*), it is easy to check (again by the strict 
monotonocity) that 4 is a w* continuous retraction on B(X*). 
By the definition of 4, ll(Z- P,*) #(x*)11 ( ll(Z - P,*) x* )I for every x* and 
every n. Assume now that I/x$ -x* )I-+ 0 and fix E > 0. Choose n so that 
Il(Z - P,*) xt (1, ll(Z - P,*) x* I( < s/3 for all k, and then use the o* continuity 
of 4 to find k, so that IIP,*(#(xz) - #(x*))ll ( e/3 for all k > k,. Thus 
II@ - #(x*)11 < E for all k > k,, proving the norm continuity of 4. 
Theorem 2.1 gives only simultaneously continuous retraction. In general 
one cannot obtain uniform simultaneous continuity (see Example 5.4), but 
for specific spaces the construction may yield precise estimates on the norm 
modulus of continuity. We do this in the next theorem for 1,. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let l<p<a)o; then 1, admits a uniformly 
simultaneously continuous retraction 4, with norm-modulus of continuity 
u*(t) < CP. 
640/38/l-3 
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Proof. Specializing the construction of Theorem 2.1 to lp we see that if 
x = (a,, a*,...) E 1, then the nth coordinate of $(x) is given by 
= (l- ‘2’ lql”) “pskna,, ‘2’ Iu~JP< l<,&ujlp. 
We first prove that for all x & B(I,), II#(x) - xllp Q IlxllJ’ - 1. 
Indeed write x = (x , ,..., x, ,...) and assume b(x) = (xi ,..., x,-, , a, 0, 0 ,...) 
(i.e. Cy-’ (xjlp < 1 <CT lxjlp and x7-l lxjlp + IalP = 1). 
Then a and x, have the same sign and Ial < [x,1. Thus lx, -alp< 
Ix,jp - lulP = C: lx,lp - 1, and 
CI” lXjlP - 1 = llxllP - 1. 
lb - &4ll” = IX” - QIP -t E+ L IXjlP Q 
Assume now that x = (x, ,... ) and y = (y, ,.,.) satisfy /Ix -y/I < E and write 
d(x) = (Xl ,***, x,- 19 a, 0, O,...), 4(Y) = (Y i ,..., ym- 1, b, 0, 0 ,... ). Without loss of 
generality we can assume that m > n, and then by changing the coordinates 
of x and y uffer the mth position, we can assume that in fact x = (xi ,..., x,, 
0, O,...) and Y = (Y, ,..., ym, O,...). Moreover, we can replace y, by b and x, 
by x, - y, + b, without changing (Ix - yjl and the values d(x) and d(y). 
(This is true if m > n. If n = m we may have to change the roles of x and y 
to do this). 
Having done all these reductions, we see that we can assume that 
IIyll < 1, which implies that $(y) =y, and then of course llxll< 1 + E. 
Thus (Ilxllp - 1)“” < CE”~ and II 4(x> - d(~Il G II 9(x) - XII f Ilx -Y II G 
(Ilxll” - 1)“” + & < C&“P. 
Remarks. (1) We shall see in Section 5 that the theorem gives the best 
possible estimate on the norm-modulus of continuity of o* continuous 
retraction in lp. 
(2) The same proof shows that for 1,) consider as the dual of c,, the 
retraction obtained satisfies a Lipschitz condition: I( $(x) - $( y)II < 2 IIx - y II. 
(3) The norm-moduli of continuity of Z, get worse as p -+ co, and of 
course Theorem 2.1 does not apply to 1, (as the dual of ii). But 1, admits a 
Lipschitz one o* continuous retraction: Let f(t) = sign t min(l tl, 1) and 
define, for x = (x,, x2 ,,.. ) E I,, 4(x) = (f(x,),f(~~),...). It is easy to check 
that (b is o* continuous and satisfies lid(x) - #(y)II Q 11x - yll. 
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3. UNIFORMLY CONVEX SPACES 
A Banach space Y is called uniformly convex if for every E > 0, one has 
B(E) > 0, where 8(s)=inf{2-(Ix+ylJ:x,yEB(Y), [lx--yll>eEJ. The 
function 8(s) is called the modulus of convexity of Y. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a separable Banach space such that X* is 
uniformly convex with modulus of convexity B(E). Then X* admits a a-‘- 
uniformly simultaneous continuous retraction. 
ProoJ: LetE,cE,c... be a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of 
X such that dim E, = n and such that UE, is dense in X. We introduce the 
following notation: R,: X* --t E,* is the restriction operator, i.e., R,x* is the 
element in E,* satisfying (x, R,x*) = (x,x*) for all x E E,. Also, 
ry,: E,* +X* is the Hahn-Banach extension, i.e., for each x* E Ez, v,(x*) 
is the unique (since X* is strictly convex) Hahn-Banach extension of x* to 
X*. We denote by r,: E,* + E,*, 1 the Hahn-Banach extension from E,* to 
E,*t,, i.e., r, =R”+, o IJI,,. For each x* 6Z B(X*) put n(x*) = 
inf{n: IIRnx*II > 1). 
Let x* G$ B(X*) and assume n(x*)= n > 1. Then R,x* and 
z,,-I(Rn-,~*) are both elements of E,* whose restriction to E,-, is R,-,x*, 
with I/r,_l(R,_lx*)((=IIRn-lx*ll < 1 and JIR,,x*I(> 1. Thus there is a 
unique O<L<l such that if we put z*=z*(x*)=lR,x*+ 
(1 -l)r,-,(R,-lx*), then J(z*(I = 1, and of course the restriction of z* to 
E n--l is also R,-,x*. 
We are now ready to define the retraction: 
4(x*) =x*, x* E B(X*), 
= v,(R,x*lllR,x*ll), x* & B(X*) and n(x*) = 1, 
= vn(z*)T x* 6& B(X*) and n(x*) = n > 1 
(where z* = z*(x*) is defined as above). Clearly /:X* --t B(X*) and is the 
identity on B(X*), and we first check the norm-modulus of continuity of 4. 
Fix x*,y* E X* with 1(x* -y*JI = E, and assume that n = n(x*) < 
n( y *) = m. We distinguish several cases. 
Case 1, 1 < n < m. Write #(x*) = w,,(z*), where z* =lR,x* + 
(1 -A)7,-,(R,-1x*) is in E,*. Since JIz*JI= 1, there is an xEE, with 
llxll = (x, z*) = 1. Now z* is a convex combination of R,x* with an 
element whose norm is strictly smaller than 1, thus necessarily 
(x, R,x*) > 1, and so (x, R, y*) > (x, R,x*) - IIR,(x* - y*)ll > 1 - E. By 
the definition of 4, #(y*) is an extension of R, y*, and this gives that 
II$(x*> + i( 2 (x, KtW*) + #(Y*)) = (x, z* + KY*) 2 2 - E. 
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By the definition of 6, this implies that 11#(x*) - $(y*)ll < (r-‘(c). 
Before passing to the next case, we notice that the fact that m > n was 
used only to ensure that $(y*) is an extension of R,y*. 
Case 2, co > m = n > 1. Since E, contains E,_ , as a subspace of co- 
dimension one, there is a u * E X* which annihilates E,- , , and such that 
every element in E,* which annihilates E, _ 1 is a multiple of v * = R, u *, We 
shall now replace x* and y* by XT =x* + au*, yj+ =y* + au* for an 
appropriately chosen a. 
Onviously 11x1* -yTI\ = (Ix *-y*II=c, and also Rn-,x*=R”-,xf, 
R n-ly* = R,-, y* (because Rnelu* =O). 
Since R,y* and z~-,(R,-~ y*) h ave the same restriction (R,- 1 y*) to 
E n-1, their difference is a multiple of u*, and there is an a s.t. 
IIR,(y* + au*)11 = IIR,(y:)ll= 1. By interchanging the role of x* and y* if 
necessary, we can assume that for this a, )lRnx~II = IjR,(x* + au*)]1 > 1. 
But now the argument of Case 1 applies to the new x,* and y:. Indeed, by 
the above construction n(xF) = n(y,*) = n and IlR, y: (I = 1. Thus 
R,#(yf) = R, y: and by the remark at the end of Case 1, this is all that is 
needed to prove that Il#(xF) - #( yT)ll< C?-‘(E). Since 4(x?) = +4(x*) and 
b( y$) = #(y*), the result follows. 
Case 3, n = m = co. This case is trivial, because #(x*)=x*; 
#(Y”) =y*. 
Case 4, n=m= 1. In this case either 4(x*) = #(y*) or 4(x*) = 
-$( y*), and the second case is possible only when I/x* -y* (I > 2, making 
the estimate trivial. 
Case 5, m > n = 1. The proof of Case 1 needs only small modifications 
when n = 1. Here we use the fact that 9(x*) = $(z*), where 
z* = R Ix*/ll R,x* I( is a convex combination of R ,x* and zero. 
We now prove that 4 is cc* continuous. Assume that x,* -+w* x* and 
distinguish the following cases: 
Case A, n = n(x*) < 00. It is easy to check that in this case 
R,,O(x,*) + R,#(x*). Thus every w* limit point of {4(x,*)) is a norm one 
extension of R,#(x*) to all of X. By the strict convexity such an extension is 
unique, and is necessarily equal to $(x*). Thus $(xX) jw* 4(x*). 
Case B, 1) R,x*II < 1 for all n. Since {#(xX)} is bounded, it is enough to 
show that for each N and all x E E,, (x, #(xX))-+ (x,&x*)). Fixing N, 
(IR,x*JI < 1, and thus also )I R,xzI) < 1 for all a > a,, for some ag. But then 
$(x2) is an extension of R,x,* (and of course 4(x*) =x* is an extension of 
R,x*). Since R,xX -P R,x* we see that for each x E E,, 
(x, 4(x:)) = (x, R,&) -, (x, R,x*) = (x, 4(x*)). 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let 1 cp ( 00; then L, admits a uniformly 
simultaneously continuous retraction with norm-modulus of continuity o,(t) 
satisfying 
cop(t) < cp t l/P, P> 2, 
< cp t112, P< 2. 
ProoJ This follows from the known estimates for the modulus of 
convexity of L, (see, e.g., [4, p. 1281). 
Remark. We shall see in the next section that these results are best 
possible (up to the constants cp involved). Since lp and L, have the same 
modulus of convexity, we obtain the same results for lp as well. But as we 
have seen in Section 2, this is not the best result for 1, when p < 2. 
The proof of the next theorem follows the same lines as that of 
Theorem 3.1, and will not be given. Recall that a Banach space Y is locally 
uniformly convex if for all y,, y E B(Y), 11 y, t y/] + 2 implies that 
IIY” -Yll -i 0. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a separable Banach space with a locally 
uniformly convex dual. Then X* admits a simultaneously continuous 
retraction. 
Remark. If X is separable and X* is locally uniformly convex, then X* 
is also separable (see, e.g., [3, pp. 31-321). On the other hand, when X* is 
separable, X can be renormed so that X* under the new norm is locally 
uniformly convex [3, p. 1181. Combining this with Theorem 3.3 we see that 
every space X with a separable dual can be renormed so that X* (under the 
new norm) will admit a simultaneously continuous retraction. 
4. RETRACTIONS IN C(K)* 
In this section we show that when K is a compact metric space, C(K)* 
admits a norm-Lipschitz o* continuous retraction. The main step in the 
proof is for the special case where K is the Cantor set. The general case 
follows easily. The retraction constructed here is a modification of the one 
constructed in [I]. We did not check if the retraction constructed there 
satisfies a norm-Lipschitz condition. 
Let A = A,,, be the Cantor set, and for n = 1, 2 ,... let (A,,i}i =,,.,,, 2n be the 
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natural partition of d into 2” disjoint open and closed subsets with d,,i = 
A n+l,Zi--luAn+l,Zi’ By {&} we denote the Haar functions 
fn,itt> = l, tEA n+l,Zi-17 
= -1, tEA n+l,2iv 
= 0, t& A,,i. 
We also put f-,,, E 1. 
Each f,,( is considered as an element of C(A)* by identifying it with the 
measure f,,, Cu, where L is the normalized Haar measure on A. 
We order the pairs (n, i) lexicographically, i.e., (n, i) < (m,j) iff n < m or 
n = m and i cj. This is a linear ordering which we “code” by identifying the 
pair (n, i) with the integer k = 2” + i (n = 0, l,..., i = I,2 ,..., 2”). We also 
code (-1, 1) as 1. Using this convention, we shall use the natural numbers as 
indices of the Haar functions and the intervals of the partition of the Cantor 
set 
fkV) = 19 tE&-1, 
=- 1, t E A2k, 
= 0, t&A,. 
In this order {f,} is an w *-basis for C(A)*: each p E C(A)* has a unique 
representation p= C a,f,, where the series is CO* convergent. This is a 
monotone basis, i.e., the associated projections P,@) =zGn ai& satisfy 
lIPnIl = 1. 
We shall use the metric d(,u, v) = C 2-” I@ - v)] (A,) which induces the 
o* topology on B(C(A)*). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a compact metric space. Then C(K)* admits an 
o* continuous retraction 4 with w,(t) < 2t, i.e., 11&u) - #(v)(l < 2 IIp - v(I for 
all ,u, v E C(K)*. 
Proof. By Mulitin’s lemma [4], C(K) is isometric to a norm one 
complemented subspace of C(A). Thus Lemma 1.1 implies that it is enough 
to prove the Theorem for K = A. 
The retraction # for C(d) * will be constructed as a limit of o* continuous 
functions 4”: C(d)* +B(C(d)*) which we now define inductively. 
Fix ,LJ = C a,&. Then put 
ho1) = alfi 7 l%l< 1, 
= a,filla,I~ Iall > 1. 
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Having defined #,,-i@) so that I14n-1@)11 Q 1, we distinguish two cases: 
If I#“-,011 + %fnII < 17 Put $,01) = On-&> + %f". 
If ll1L61) + a,f”II > 1, put /,W =h&) + %fnT where t = 
inf{O<z < l:\j#,-,@)+ta,f,ll> 1). 
It will be important o understand the definition of 0, more directly. Let A 
be the constant value of #,-r(u) on A,, . If 114,-r(,~)l/ = 1, the second case 
happens iff Ia,1 > IA 1, and in this case t = jAa;‘I. Assuming, for example, 
that A and a,, have the same sign, we will have that (,@) c 24 on A,,-, and 
$,@) c 0 on A,,. (When A an d a, have opposite signs, the roles of A,, and 
A *,, _ , interchange). 
It is easy to check that each 0, is o* continuous. Also for each fixed ,u the 
sequence &,(u) is w* convergent o a limit which we denote by 402). Since 
#(u) and #,(,u) have the same first n coordinates, d($&), $01)) < 2-“. Thus 
the sequence { $,,} converges uniformly to 4 with respect to d, and 4 is o* 
continuous. It is clearly a retraction on B(C(A)*). 
We introduce the following notation: If p = 2 aj&, we put W,(D) = #,(,u) + 
tl-Pn)P=$nCU) + Cj>n j , a f.. Thus V,(U) # vn- ,(u) iff the nth coordinate 
of #,,(,u) is different from a,. It will also be convenient o denote P,p by ,D,, 
i.e., ,uu, = z.<n ajA.. 
Before we estimate the norm-Lipschitz constant of 0 we make two obser- 
vations. First, using the w* continuity of 4, it is enough to prove that 
11401) - #(VII G 2 lb- II v w h enever there is an N so that ,u = cjGN ajfj and 
v = cj<Npj&. Indeed once this is proved we have for any ,u, v E C(A)* that 
PN+ ““A and v~-+~* v, hence 11 #b> - d@)ll < lim inf 11 @bN) - #tvN>II < 
2 lim inf IJpN - v,(J = 2 11~ - v/I. 
The second observation is that the Lipschitz constant of a function is 
determined locally. Thus we shall fix ,D = xjGNajfj and prove that 
II&U) - #(v)ll < 2 11~ - v/J only for measures v = ,JJjGN/Ijh which are close 
enough to p so that the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(a) Ifj is such that IJ,u~II < 1 (respectively I(,u~]( > l), then also )(vjll < 1 
(rev. llvjll > 1). 
(b) The two coefficients cL/ and /Ii have the same sign for each 
j = l,..., N. 
(c) For each dyadic interval Aj, j < N, let Aj be the constant value of 
tijJ- r(,~) on Aj and B, the constant value of #ji- ,(v) on Aj. Then Aj and Bj 
have the same sign. 
Now fix, p, v as above. Since the sequence of norms I(,u~[[ is nondecreasing, 
we see from (a) that there is a k < N so that IJvk- 1 1) < 1, IIvk)l > 1, and 
Ilk, II Q 17 Il&Jl 2 1. 
The proof will be done in two steps: First we prove that (I w&) - ~vk(v)ll < 
2 IIP - VII and then that II #W - TWII G II w&) - wkb911. 
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SW 1. Since ll~~-,ll~ IlkIll < 1, we have #k-l(u)=~k-I andd,-i(v)= 
vk-, . Let A (resp. B) be the constant value of pk- r (resp. vk... r) on A,. By (b) 
A and B have the same sign, so assume both are nonnegative. Similarly, by 
(c) we can assume that ak, pk > 0. 
We claim that without loss of generality it can be assumed that either 
ak <A or B, <B. Indeed, if ak > A and Pk > B, put t = min(a, -A, Pk -B). 
Passing from v to ,G = ,U - tfk and from v to F= v - tf , we notice that 
IF- fll = lb - VII and #k@) = d&), g,(9) = Qk(v); thus, of course, 
II w,@) - I,v~(~I[ = II vk(,u) - ~/~(v)ll. But by replacing ,u, v by @, v’the condition 
will already be satisfied. 
So assume that /Ik <B, in which case IIvkll = 1, dk(v) = vk, and vk(v) = v. 
If also ak <A, then vk@) = ~1 and there is nothing to prove, so assume 
ak > A, and then /I~@) =p,-, + afk, where A < a < ak. 
Direct computation shows that in this case II vk@) -pII = Ilpk - tik@)ll = 
(a,--a)(A,l (where lAkl is the measure of A,, i.e., lAkl =2-“, where 
k = 2” + i). On the other hand, another direct computation shows that also 
ll~kll - ’ = (‘k - a) l’kl. s ince IIvkll = 1, we get that II~k@)-~Il = 
(ak - a) \A,1 = bkll - 1 = lbkll - iIvkll < bk - Vkll < lb - “11. Recalling that 
vk(v) = v, we finally get that 11 vk@) - vk(v)ll = 11 vk@) - VII < 11 vk&) -p 11 + 
IIP - VII < 2 IIP - 011. 
Step 2. Replacing ,U by ,U + (#&) -pk) and v by v i- (fik(V) - vk) does 
not change d(u) and 4(v) respectively and reduces the second step to proving 
the following claim: 
Claim. Assume ,U = 27 aj&, v = Cy pi& satisfy (b) and (c) above, and 
assume there is a k<iV so that Il~,ll= lIvkl( = 1. Then [I#@) - d(v)/1 < 
IIP - VII * 
We shall prove this claim by (inverse) induction on k. It obviously holds 
for k = N, because in this case $01) = ,U and $(v) = v and there is nothing to 
prove. Thus assume it holds for k + 1 and we shall prove it for k. 
Let p, v be as in the claim, and let A (resp. B) be the constant value of ,uk 
(resp. vk) on dk+ i. As in Step 1, we can assume that A, B, ak+ ,, and Pk+ 1 
are all nonnegative and that Pk+, <B. Of course if ak+ , Q A, we shall also 
have Ilvk+rll = I(,u~+ ,[I and the Claim follows by the induction hypothesis. So 
assume ak+ , > A. In this case dk+r~) E 0 on Azcktlj, and by the definition 
of $, this implies that we shall also have that 401) ZE 0 on Azo+ Ij. 
On the other hand, v~+~~~~+~(v)~B-~~+~>O on Azo+,, and the 
definition of d implies that the norm of #(v)\~,~~,.,,, the restriction of d(v) to 
A 2(k+,J, remains the same as that of v~+,[~~(~+,), the restriction of v~+~ to 
A Z(k+l)* That is, b%‘)i~~~~+,,iI = (B -Pk+l) P,o+d. 
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Let J, = {j:djGd Zktll; J*= {jzAjCA*(k+l) } and put p, = Cj~J, ajfj and 
E12=c jEJ2 aj fj. Define v, , v2 similarly. 
We claim that without loss of generality p2 = v2 = 0. Indeed, consider 
* ,u=p-/I*, ;=v-v2. Then Il,G- 3/l,< 11~ - v/I (because @-- ?) is just the 
conditional expectation of @ - v) with respect to the field in which the 
subsets of dZk+, and d20+ ,, respectively are identified to two atoms). 
Also I/q+@) - $(F)ll= I/#@) - #(v)(( because ,G’=,u off dzo+ ,,, so that also 
&iI) = #@) there, and similarly $(F) = 4(v) off Azo+ ,). On A20+ ,) we know 
that 101) = #VI = 0 while IIWIAZ~k+,J = @ -Pkfl) 142ck+d = IIcWld2,k+,J~ 
Thus if II 4@7 - ~(v?ll~ IIP - 41 p we shall certainley have also that 
II(@) - g(v)11 < 11~ - VI), and by replacing p, v by ,Z, v’we can already assume 
that p2 = v2 = 0. 
Consider now the measure v = ,u - (ak+ , -A)&+, . This measure satisfies 
I( g,, , (I = 1 and of course 101) = @(q). Thus by the induction hypothesis 
[I#&) - #(v)ll = l/#(q) - #(v)ll < (1 v - VII and the proof will be finished once 
we show that I( q - VII < 11~ - VII. 
To this end we compute separately the norms of the restrictions of q - v to 
A 2(k+I)7 A 2k+, , and the complement of A,. 
(i) Sincep2=v2=0, we have thatpEA--aa,+,, v-B-Pk+,, and 
q z 0 on A2ck+ ,,. Since also B -ljk+, > 0 and A - ak+, < 0, we see that 
Ilh - v)lAZ(k+,) II = (B -&+,I 14ck+,,l and 
II@ - 41d2ck+,Jl = I@ - ak+A - (B -Pk+l>l . lA2tk+l)l 
= (a k+, -4 k’w+ul + IKv -%,o+,,ll. 
(3 On A2k+l we have ~=A+a~+,+iu,, v=B+Pk+,+v,, and 
n=2,4 +p,. Thus 
IKV - VIA,,,, II 
= IIW + P, - (B + P/c+, + ~,)Xi~~+,ll 
= lIftA + ‘kt 1 +lu~>-(B~~kt~+v~)+(~-~k+~)lld,,+,~l 
<ll[tA +“ktl +~~)-(B+~kt~+V~)lld2k+,l~+(akt~-A)lA~k+~I 
=~~~-~V)~d,~+,~~+(ak+~-~)l~2k+~l. 
(iii) On the complement of A,, ,u = ?,r. So that p - v = q - v there. 
Summing the three estimates together (and noticing that IAZk+, I = 
IA Z(ktl)h we get that Ilv - VII <lb-VII. 
This proves the Claim and the Theorem. 
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5. LOWER ESTIMATES AND COUNTEREXAMPLES 
We start this section with some computations of lower estimates. These 
show that the estimates obtained in earlier sections are best possible, and are 
used to construct spaces that do not admit (uniformly) simultaneously 
continuous retractions. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. There is an absolute constant c, so that for every 
1 <p < a0 and every w* continuous retraction 4 from I,, onto B&J, corn(t) >
ct’lP for all t Q l/p. 
Proof Fix 6 > 0 and let x, = e, + 6e,, y,, = (1 - Sp)“p e, + 6e,. Direct 
computation gives that IJx, - ynll = 1 - (1 - bp)“p ( (2/p) 8’ for all 
0 < 6 < 2-‘lp. On the other hand, x, -+O e, and thus by the weak continuity 
of 9, 4(x,) 4 fW = el. Since II#(x,)ll< 1 and lp is uniformly convex, the 
weak convergence of 4(x,,) to e, implies that lIti - e,II + 0. Since 
(I y,II = 1 implies that @(y,) = yn, we see that lim, II 4(x,) - #( y,)ll = 
lim, II e, - y, II > 6. Given any t < l/p, we now choose 6 so that (2/p) dp = t, 
and the result follows by taking x, and y, for large enough n. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. There is an absolute constant c so that for ‘all 
1 <p < 00 and every w* continuous retraction 0 from L, onto B(L,), 
o,(t) > ctllP (forp > 2) and o,(t) > ct”’ (for p < 2) for all small enough t. 
Proof: Since L, contains a norm one complemented subspace isometric 
to lp, any lower estimate for the possible norm-modulus of continuity of a 
retraction in lp will also hold in L,. Thus the case p > 2 follows from 
Proposition 5.1. 
Assume now that p < 2. It will be convenient o use the relation between 
the norm-modulus of continuity of retractions and the possible degree of w * 
continuous approximation of nearest points. Thus we shall prove the 
Proposition by showing that if Q is an o* continuous f-approximate nearest 
point from L, to B(L,), then f (t) 2 ct”* for all small enough t. 
To this end, fix any 0 < 6 < 1 and let g, = 1 + 6r,, where r”(t) = 
sign sin 2% is the nth Rademacher function on [0, 11. Direct computation 
gives II g,Ilp = +((l + Qp + (1 - ~3)~) = 1 +p(p - 1) 6* + O(S’), i.e., (recall 
that p Q 2), d( g,, B(L”)) = II g,I( - 1 < cS*. On the other hand, it is well 
known that rn -+O 0, and the weak continuity of $ implies that 
$( g,) dw #( 1) = 1. Since L, is uniformly convex, we get that 
h ence lim, 11 d( g,) - g,(l = lim, I( 1 - g, (I = 6 and the result 
Before we present he first example we recall the following notation: Given 
a sequence of Banach spaces X,, and 1 <p < co we denote by (Z @ X,), the 
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space of all sequences y = (x,, x2,...) with x, E X, and with norm 11 yll= 
(C Il~,ll~)“~ (and IIyI( = sup l[x,,ll for p= co). Its dual, for p < ~0 is the 
space (2 OX,*), where p-’ + q-’ = 1. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let p,, = n/n - 1 and X = (C @ Ip,),. Then X* does not 
admit a simultaneously continuous retraction. 
ProoJ By the choice of p,,, we have 1;” = 1, and thus X* = (2 0 I,),. 
Denote by R,: X* -+ I, the natural projection given by R,,(xr, XT,...) = x,*. 
By {ey},?, denote the unit vector basis.in 1,. 
Assume now that 4: X* + B(X*) is an w* continuous retraction. 
Claim. For every n there is an iV so that whenever y* = (x:, xf,...) 
satisfies IIxz II < 1 for k < n and x$ = et + $ektk) with m(k) > N for k > n, 
then IIR,$(y*) - e:II < b. 
Indeed, if this were false, we could find an n so that for each N there 
would be y,$ of the above form with II R,#(y,*) - e: II > 4. By passing to a 
subsequence we can assume that y$ converges w* to an element y*, and 
clearly II y*ll< 1 and R, y* = e:. But then #(y*) = y* and Rn4(yz)N+oo + 
R,#(y*) = R, y* = e:. Since 1, is uniformly convex, this implies that 
IIRAY,*) - GIL, -+ 0, contradicting the choice of y$. 
Let N(1) (N(2) < . . . be a sequence so that N(n) satisfies the Claim with 
respect to n, and define y* = (xf, x:,...) by x,* = (1 - ($)“)I’” e: + fez,,,. 
We have 11x,* 11,” = 1 for all n, thus also II y*ll = 1. 
We now define for t = 1, 2 ,... y: = (x:(t), x?(f) ,...) E X* by 
x,*(t) = xn*, 
= e: + $ei,,, , 
n < t, 
n > t. 
Fixing t, y,* is of the form in the Claim (recall that for n > t, N(n) > N(t)) 
and thus IIR,#(yT) - e{ 11 < b. 
II VP - Y* II + 0. 
,,;“>,lfs- (lC!y$y:-, -9 0. 
Indeed II Yr* - Y* II = 
To see that ll#(yI*) - #(v*)ll% 0, notice that since #(y*) = y*, R,$( y*) = 
R, y* = XT, and thus jlRl#( y*) - e: 1) = 11x7 - e: )11, > II fe$,,II = f. Thus 
Il4(rl*) - O(Y*II 2 IIRMY:) - #(~*))ll 
> llR,4(~*) - 411 - IIV(Y~> - 411 Z f - 4 = f . 
Our second example is of a space X, isomorphic to 1, which does not 
admit a uniformly simultaneously continuous retraction. This space has 
strictly monotone basis so that by Theorem 2.1 it does admit a 
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simultaneously continuous retraction. We do not know whether 1, can be 
renormed so as not to admit a simultaneously continuous retraction. 
For co > p > 1, let Xp be the space E, with the norm llx& = (Ix1 Jp + 
CCj”=2 Ixjl > 1 2 pf2 lip. The space Xp is isomorphic to I, with isomorphism 
constant at most @, and the unit vectors form a strictly monotone basis for 
Xp, It is easy to check (by the same argument as in Proposition 4.1) that if 4 
is an o* continuous retraction from X, onto B(X,), then am(t) > ct’lp for all 
t < l/p, where c is a universal constant. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. The space X = (C,” 2 @ X,), is isomorphic to I, and does 
not admit a uniformly simultaneously continuous retraction. 
Proof. Since each Xp is fl isomorphic to I,, so is X. 
The space X contains each X, as a norm one complemented subspace; 
thus the lower estimates for the possible norm-modulus of continuity of an 
w* continuous retraction on X, will also hold for X, i.e., if 4: X -+ B(X) is 
any weakly continuous retraction, then mm(t) > ~3”~ for all p and t Q l/p. 
Taking tp = l/p and letting p -+ co we see that o,(t) does not tend to zero as 
t + 0, i.e., 4 is not norm-uniformly continuous. 
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